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Abstract 

On the basis of the realized analysis we came to th result that social and cultural differ
ences could be stated first of all by the use of space in flats and the character and the 
way of arrangement of furniture. 
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In 1972-1978 we made a research in Budapest and two counties of Hun
gary. We analysed fiats from the point of view of the use of space and 
the character and the way of arrangement of the furniture. On the basis 
of these criteria we distinguished basic fiat types being in connection with 
the social rank of the inhabitants. 

In 1978, when Zsuzsa Ferge examined our photos taken in several 
dozen of fiat interiors, she asked the questions: How is it possible to deter
mine in all probability to which social stratum or group people and families 
living in these fiats belong? On the basis of the realized analysis we came 
to the result that social and cultural differences could be stated first of all 
by the use of space in fiats and by the character and the way of arrange
ment of furniture. The size and the comfort degree of the fiats are not so 
informative as the above mentioned phenomena. 

The fiats examined in counties Zala, Borsod-Abauj-Zemplen and in 
Budapest can be characterized by the same statistical truths that were dis
covered by Mrs. Hoffman's researches on the living conditions or E. Han
kiss' researches on the quality of life. (The researches were based on ques
tionnaires presented to a sample consisting of 2500 and 1500 persons.) 

(Some examples: in Budapest one third of the inhabitants in the 
suburbs are workers and only 4% of them are intellectuals, 44% of the 
inhabitants of the external housing estate belts are workers and 10% are 
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intellectuals, 12% of the inhabitants of the green belts are workers and 27% 
of them are intellectuals.) 

The number of rooms per head is the highest among the intellectuals: 
100 intellectual families have 275-308 rooms, 100 employee families have 
262-284 rooms and 100 cooperative peasant families have 228-279 rooms 
according to Mrs. Hoffmann. The comfort degree and infrastructure of 
the intellectuals' fiats are better than in the other strata. According to 
the data of the KSH 1 21.7% of leaders and intellectuals, 25% of other 
brain workers, 44.6% of unskilled workers and 40.3% of agricultural manual 
workers live in nonconvenient fiats (non-convenient fiats are the ones where 
more than two persons share one room or there is a room shared by two 
different generations). 71.3% of intellectuals live in fiats of convenient 
size and quality of comfort, and this proportion is only 14.2% in the case 
of agricultural manual workers. The density of habitation in the three
member families of 0.67 room per head is generally getting worse as the 

IS f!rO"TlIllf!. 
Still 'we can guess the social and cultural situation of the inhabitants of 

the fiat from the set of furniture and the mode of habitation. chose 100 
fiats of Miskolc and Zalaegerszeg, 100 fiats of Sarospatak and Nagykanizsa 
and 100 fiats of Telkibanya and Galambok (two-room fiats) and 100 fiats of 
Budapest and Leninvaros (housing estate fiats with t-V'lO rooms) - in case 
of necessity we took down additional data. The of habitation in 
these fiats was average or about it. In when the idea of this research 
emerged for the first 45.1 % of all the fiats had one room and 11 % of 
them had 3 or more rooms. In 
to the data of 47.6% of the fiats had two rooms, of them 
had three or more rooms, of them had one room. In our 

of the fiats had t;\VO rooms, had three or more rooms and 
had 

is also In the first Vie classified the fiats into 
of LUl:mSDJ.ng mode on the basis of the taken In the chosen flats. 

considered not the of but also 
bJl the indicators and indices of the research. Then. kinds of content 

as character and vvay yveTe made alJLIllng at the use of space') as 
arrang;ernent of the furniture in the flats. 

data conc:ernlng the CjLlaJlhca.tl,on of the 
lool~ed up the 

head and the wife dlJre<:ting 
the furnishing. the coincidence: the proper in 

lI\SH N B.tional Office of Statistics 
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society could be deter-mined on the basis visual content 
great (the coincidence was 84%). 

In the analysis of the use of space the indicators 'Ne re in-
eluded: of furnitured B>nd non-furnitured areas, direction 
and organisation of the space for the gI'ollHlld-pIan of the 

on 
room} modifications on 

of the windows 
connection and 

DIOlofi;lC:ai and cultural 
for 

space structure and 
role of the 

functional areas. of the 
'Ne a:r,aJvsea the tollo'wlng 

aimed at additional income 

interiors of fiats with two rooms, the size of the basic areas target:'! varied: 
from 47 in the hC)U;SlIlg estate fiats to 84 in the houses. This 

difference didn't manifest either m the use of space or in the 
dominant elements of the mode fUTrliE:hiln:g. 

Besides the use of space and mode of an other sllgIJtlIic.arlt 
factor of cultural differences IS the character of the furniture. the 
above mentioned two staIJlapCHlJlts an O[)jE;Cl;rv'e indicator can be connected. 
The definition of the cha.racter of the furniture - we 
for the information in connection with it - is not so 
'character' we didn't mean type, 

inventories 

social and technical In the term 'charader' we con-
tracted condition, substance, material and age. 
ditional analysis containing all the three stan.ul)oints: 

we made an ad-
the of five 

groups with three subgroups within each we defined the degree of order-
1· (r' d ,. - d)' h "- '1 1 _mess we~l-orQere - Qlsoraere ,b __ at or clearness ~c"ear_y 
confused) and that of symmetry (symmetrical - asymmetrical). 

In view of these factors, the half of the examined families living in dif
ferent settlements and different types of houses with the same number of 
rooms and similar density of living can be classified in three types and nine 
subdivisions on the basis of use of space and mode of furniture arrange
ment and character of furniture. (Vie categorized the half of the examined 
families because 49% of the intensively examined fiats had two 
The criteria of the classification are the similarity of using space and fur
niture. The use of space, the mode of arrangement and the charader of the 
furniture as cultural attributions mean special mode of subsistence, living, 
style and mode of living. Max Weber says that the status groups and the 
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consuming groups having similar cultural attributions realize similar living 
style and consumption habits. From the above described analysis of the 
fiat interiors the same conclusions can be drawn: people furnishing their 
houses in similar style belong to the same cultural stratum. The differences 
in living style and conduct manifested in the differences in the mode of use 
of fiats, use of space, arrangement and character of furniture hide cultural 
inequalities. I suppose that the categories classified by the fiat interiors and 
the three cultural attributions chosen form also cultural strata, as groups 
having similar living style and conduct. 

After having analysed 400 two-room fiats having about average den
sity of living in Miskolc, Zalaegerszeg, Sarospatak, N agykanizsa, Telkiba
nya, Galambok, Budapest and Leninvaros (only housing estate fiats in the 
two latter cities), on the basis of three standpoints -living space, arrange
ment of objects and character of furniture - distinct groups were formed, 
as presented in types II-IV below, altogether 9 subdivisions. Then we re
analysed all the 1533 fiats illustrated by photos and situation sketches, and 
it appeared that all the fiats could be classified into types II-IV, irrespec
tive of the number of rooms and density of living. We only have to make 
two supplementary statements concerning those living under much better 
and much worse conditions than the average. Two thirds of the examined 
population have the way of habitation and furnishing that can be caned av
erage way of habitation and furnishing. This proportion corresponds with 
the data of population census by KSH, research on housing conditions by 
Mrs. Hoffmann and research on quality of life by E. Hankiss. General way 
of habitation includes general or approximately general density of living 
and contentment with living environment, number of rooms, and furni
ture. There is a minority suffering from a shortage in these factors and 
another part having an abundance of them. 21% of the examined fiats can 
be charaderized by defective way of habitation and adequate conduct (see 

I) and 14% of the examined fiats are characterized abundant way 
of habitation and adequate conduct (see type V). The majority - 65% -
has a general wily of habitations (see types came to the same 
conclusion on the basis of the complex home culture indicator, too. 

According to the character of the three cultural attributions living 
space, arrangement of objects and nature of furniture - the roHowing 
degrees of cultural supply are distinguishable: (the main types are divided 
into subdivisions). 
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1. The stratum deprived of cultural goods, oriented to 
subsistence, suffering from shortage in objects 

1. Those living under very bad conditions - satisfaction of 
needs is very defective. 

81 

2. Those living under very bad conditions - satisfaction of bH)lo'gi.,eaJ. 
needs is defective 21%. 

3. Those living under bad conditions - satisfaction 
is suliicient. 

11. The str-aium supptt,;:d 

1. Those 
2. Those 

under bad conchtlOllS, at~aIH1,onmg objects- few obJe~:ts 
under medium co:ndltll)nlS, KieeJnng objects - shio!1;a~:e 

in "hi'Pi~1:" ceases 
3. Those under medium conctltlOl!1S, oriented to 

- beginning of object accumulation 

Ill. The stratum supplied with cultural goods at medium 
level, oriented to consumption and object acquisition. 

1. Those living under medium conditions - object accumulation, ap
pearance of prestige objects 

2. Those living under medium flat 
rior oriented to prestige 47% 

3. Those living under good conditions - object abundance, flat interior 
and space organized on the basis of prestige principles 

IV. The stratum fairly supplied with cultural goods, 
oriented to recreation, object preservation 

1. Those living under good conditions - saturation with objects, fiat 
interior as status symbol 

2. Those living under good conditions - subordination of objects, ori
entation to comfort 65% 

3. Those living under good conditions - selection of objects, dominance 
of agreeableness 
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V. The stratum highly supplied with cultural goods, 
oriented to self-realization 

1. Those living under very good conditions -- non series objects, fiat 
interior having representation as main purpose 

2. Those living under very good conditions - nonseries objects, fiat 
interior having communication as main purpose 14% 

3. Those living under very good conditions - nonseries objects, fiat 
interior having creativity as a main purpose 

"'Then discussing the different types and subdivisions, I omit to pub
n.sh analytical web, complicated indicators, complex indexes, matrixes and 
statistical repartitions and I reiate the consequences drawn from them. Dif
ferences between the three subdivisions are considerable. Within the type 
the distances between the subdivisions - just like the stratum deprived of 
cultural goods - are than the distances between the subdivisions of 
the types and 

At subdivision, the fiat interior having representation as main 
purpose, is nearer to the third subdivision of type HI and to the first 
subdivision of type IV thall to the other two subdivisions of its own type, in 
spite of the fact that the very good conditions, the individually designed fiat 
interior and world of objects, the object choice attitude and the orientation 
of self-realization definitely segregate it from those and attach it to its own 

This subdivision 'is not aware but is acting', people belonging to it 
make selections, create their own environment often by involving external 
help: interior designers and other experts. have power or money -
often both - know what they want and if have an internal 
push but no ability to realize it themselves, then power and money are 
llsed in order to create the environment they consider to be worthy of 
themselves and their 

are 
aspirations are not intel'iored 
room and of the world of ot'Jects 

in fiat interiors 

In second subdivision, representation is subordinated to commu-
nication. Those vfho live just like those to the third sub-
division, are 'directed internally' and non-conformists, preserve and 

tra.ditions, are free of social conventions and they create 
new conventions. It is in the first subdivision that the creations of the 
second and third subdivisions become conventions. The nonconformity of 
these two latter strata appears as conformity with them. Subdivision hav
ing communication and creativity as main purposes create new, unusual 
and strange things. Subdivision having representation as main purpose 
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converts them into schemes and habits by transforming and making them 
more gentle and social. They make these things acceptable for the masses 
and mediate them to the others. It is not by chance that people living in 
flat interiors having representation as main purpose are dictators of fashion 
in the object culture and home culture: they are mediators between the 
stratum highly supplied "'nth cultural goods, selecting objects and aiming 
at self-realization and the other strata. They are ones who want to be dif
ferent from the others most of all and it urges them to assi:roilate - at lea-at 
by externals - with those from whom the most mnC)Vcl,tl.0Il, 
and ideas can be eil:p''::ciGe<1. 

At the same time pOfssjibilities of m,:Ln:lp-
ulation. So influence have an affect 
on groups intention to become like 
masses, that is on the stratum with cultural at medium level 
and - within them - mainly on those living in flat organized on 
the basis of prestige principles (among fiat interiors this type is 
dominant, most fiat interiors are supplied with cultural goods at medium 
level, oriented to prestige, and people live in them under medium or good 
conditions) . 


